A well planned town of Uttarakhand, Tehri is a spectacular place blessed with uninhibited natural beauty. The town is situated at an altitude of 1950 meters above the sea level and is rapidly developing into a major tourist destination. It provides a stunning bird’s eye view of the expansive Tehri Lake and the famous Tehri Dam.

Tehri Hydro Electrical Project harnesses waters from the tributaries of the river Ganga and this engineering marvel is amongst the 10 tallest dams of the world.*

To showcase the trade, tourism and cultural aspects of Tehri, every year the Department of Tourism, Government of Uttarakhand, organizes Asia’s biggest lake festival at Tehri Lake. Apart from cultural bonanza, one can experience the thrills of boating, jetskiing, banana rides, water skiing, surfing, canoeing, river-rafting, paragliding, kayaking and much more.

This hill station is a preferred choice amongst nature lovers, adventure enthusiasts and peace seekers and is brimming with immense investment opportunities.

Investment opportunities at Tehri

As part of its ongoing efforts to strengthen the tourism sector, Government of Uttarakhand, is in the process to develop a world-class theme based tourism destination around Tehri lake area, spread across 40,000 acres. It is the first ever destination to be developed under tourism plan in Uttarakhand.

Immediate availability of 435 acres of land at a subsidised rate offers an attractive business incentive. Presence of adequate infrastructure in and around Tehri Lake makes it an ideal place for establishing Luxury Floating Resort and an Adventure Academy.
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